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–Bible

“In the beginning was the Word, and the 
Word was with God, and the Word was God.” 



- context: everyword is a twitter bot I made in 2008. its goal is to tweet every word in the english language.



I was inspired by kenneth goldsmith and John F. Simon's "Every Icon." everyword has over 70k followers and has been featured frequently in the media. I 
did an interview in 2011 with Salt Lake City's local radio station KSL, in which I was given the opportunity to say the word "nipple" on air to thousands of 
Utahns.



what follows is a discussion about ordinary users that follow @everyword, not the small bot ecology that has been built up around it! (awesome though 
that ecology may be)... what the community looks like by the numbers...



some metrics! last year around this time there were 20k followers. you can see that the churn is pretty remarkable, but still getting many new followers. 
over the past month: 5k mentions!



more metrics—just sort of a snapshot of what user engagement with everyword is like.



How do people use/
read @everyword?

people must be getting something out of it, or else it wouldn't have so many followers. what are they getting out of it? as a preliminary answer to this 
question, a tiny taxonomy of @everyword readers.



Comedians



because @everyword isn't interactive, or rather TO THE EXTENT THAT people perceive @everyword as being non-interactive, any replies directed at 
@everyword must be primarily for the benefit of eavesdroppers (i.e., using @everyword as a stimulus/material for jokes/commentary actually directed at 
other followers). these aren't hard to find—I'd say 50%-60% of everyword tweets spawn a little thread like this.



Trolls



people who use @everyword as a sink or sounding board for their uncontained vitriol. people assume that no one is paying attention, or talk to a straw 
man



people who use @everyword as a sink or sounding board for their uncontrolled vitriol. people assume that no one is paying attention, or talk to a straw 
man, like they're speaking in an empty room



Amateur 
Lexicographers



this is a genre of joke about everyword—take a word that is unusual or maybe unknown to you and reply that it isn't a word, thereby calling "bullshit" on 
the entire enterprise



here's an example of how that can escalate



Anticommercial 
Purists



another common trope of joke: a word related to or involved in or identical to a word used in promoting something pops up on @everyword, and I am 
accused of having "sold out." (for the record I have never received or entertained offers to change the order or content of the bot in exchange for money)



Eschatologists

here's the category that's really interesting to me. eschatology is branch of theology and futurology concerned with the end of the world. many users of 
@everyword frequently cite it as evidence that the world will come to an end, usually in accordance with something that @everyword will tweet, or as soon 
as @everyword completes.









SOME PEOPLE HAVE much more dire predictions. not just twitter but lo the world entire









this is actually a really rad idea



Interpretation

I can't make claims that this is a phenomenon unique to @everyword, but it's visible!  here's an interpretation of why that might be. for there to be an end, 
there has to have been a beginning, and something in between the two—time has to be differentiated, distinct, discrete. eschatology is essentially a belief 
in design, in a higher power, that is guiding the lives of individuals and the world and the universe toward a particular end. people LIKE teleology: it's 
comforting to think that everything has a purpose, that—instead of being a collection of quarks and atoms careening essentially at random through a 
careless universe—we're being led, gradually, like clockwork, to a conclusion that we can predict and understand. 
!
it's also an interesting framing of twitter (or the internet) as a collaborative work that began one morning years ago when two ARPAnet nodes connected 
and will end when SOMETHING happens, and presumably we'll know what it is when it happens—after which we can all look back fondly at the good 
times and with pride at a job well done, and then move on with our lives. @everyword offers the possibility that we've all been working toward something 
and that some day our labor might finish. instead of going on in perpetuity. 



Design

this isn't an effect that comes with generation, only with ITERATION. and for iteration, it's only something that has a plausible end date: no one speculates 
on what will happen when every icon completes. everyword provides something not just to read or use or respond to, but something to witness; it's a feat, 
not just a bot. something something.




